Identification of beta-amyloid-binding sites on transthyretin
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Transthyretin (TTR) binds to the Alzheimer-related peptide beta-amyloid (Aβ), and may protect against Aβ-induced neurotoxicity. In this work, the specific domains on TTR involved with binding to Aβ were probed. An array was constructed of peptides derived from overlapping sequences from TTR. Strong binding of Aβ to TIAALLSPYSYS (residues 106–117) was detected, corresponding to strand G on the inner β-sheet of TTR. Aβ bound weakly to four contiguous peptides spanning residues 59–83, which includes strand E through the E/F helix and loop. To further pinpoint specific residues on TTR involved with binding, nine alanine mutants were generated: I68A, I73A, K76A, L82A, I84A, S85A, L17A, T106A and L110A. Aβ binding was significantly inhibited only in L82A and L110A, indicating that Aβ binding to TTR is mediated through these bulky hydrophobic leucines. Aβ binding to L17A and S85A was significantly higher than to wild-type TTR. Enhancement of binding in L17A is postulated to arise from reduced steric restriction to the interior L110 site, since these two residues are adjacent in the native protein. The S85A mutation caused a reduction in TTR tetramer stability; increased Aβ binding is postulated to be a direct consequence of the reduced quaternary stability. Keywords: beta-amyloid/scanning alanine mutagenesis/SPOT peptide arrays/transthyretin

Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common age-associated neurodegenerative disorder. Characteristic features include extracellular senile plaques, intraneuronal neurofibrillary tangles and extensive neuronal cell death. The plaques are deposits of fibrillar aggregates of the 4 kDa peptide beta-amyloid (Aβ), a proteolytic product of amyloid precursor protein (APP). Aβ spontaneously self-assembles through a multistep process into soluble oligomers and fibrils. Numerous studies suggest that Aβ aggregation is causally linked to toxicity, although the exact mechanism remains unknown. Although it was once widely believed that Aβ fibrils were responsible for neurotoxicity, the current dominant paradigm is that soluble oligomeric intermediates are most toxic (Haass and Selkoe, 2007).

Several recent studies suggest that the transport protein transthyretin (TTR) exerts neuroprotective activity against Aβ toxicity. Johnson and coworkers demonstrated that TTR is upregulated in Tg2576 transgenic mice, which are engineered to overexpress the Swedish mutation of APP (APPsw) (Stein and Johnson, 2002). Administration of anti-TTR antibody led to increased tau phosphorylation and greater neuronal cell death, suggesting that increased TTR expression prevented damage from Aβ deposits (Stein et al., 2004). Increased TTR expression in transgenic AD mice has been confirmed by at least one other group (Li et al, 2011). Buxbaum et al. (2008) demonstrated improved cognition and behavior in progeny from APPsw mice crossed with mice expressing human TTR compared with APPsw alone. TTR was upregulated in AD mice raised in an enriched environment relative to those raised in a control environment; these mice performed better on cognitive tests (Costa et al., 2007). In vitro experiments confirm that TTR associates with Aβ and protects against Aβ toxicity (Li et al., 2011).

TTR is a 55 kDa homotetrameric protein present in both blood (3–7 μM) and cerebrospinal fluid (0.1–0.4 μM). Each monomer contains two four-stranded β-sheets, an ‘inner’ sheet of strands D, A, G and H, and an ‘outer’ sheet of strands C, B, E and F. There is also a short EF α-helix. Monomers assemble into a dimer stabilized by extensive hydrogen bonding between strands F and H, while dimer association into the tetramer is mediated mainly through hydrophobic interactions (Hamilton and Benson, 2001). TTR has two natural ligands, thyroxine and retinol-binding protein (RBP), that bind non-competitively (Raghu and Sivakumar, 2004). Thyroxine binds in the pocket created by tetramer assembly. TTR is a minor thyroxine transporter in plasma, with typically only 15–20% of the binding pocket occupied (Richardson, 2007), but carries up to 80% of thyroxine in the central nervous system (Hamilton and Benson, 2001). TTR also serves as the major transporter of RBP, which binds to TTR residues in the EF loop (Monaco, 2000). Normally, ~30% of TTR is bound to RBP (Filteau et al., 2000).

Previously, we identified two possible Aβ-binding regions on TTR, strand A and EF helix, via cross linking plus tandem mass spectrometry (Du and Murphy, 2010). With this technique, the native folded structure is retained, but only those domains that are spatially close in the protein complex, and contain lysines, are identified. In the present study, we used two complementary methods to further narrow down and identify the specific residues on TTR that are involved with Aβ binding. First, the SPOT peptide array method was used to systematically screen overlapping peptide sequences derived from TTR for binding to Aβ. SPOT, first developed by Ronald Frank and coworkers (Frank, 1992, 2002), has been widely used to identify antibody epitopes, and is effective at identifying binding domains that involve contiguous residues and are not conformationally dependent. Second,
we selected nine residues and constructed single-point mutants in which the targeted residue was replaced with alanine. Binding of Aβ to these alanine mutants was probed. In previous studies we suggested that the stability of TTR tetramers strongly influenced TTR–Aβ binding; further confirmation was obtained in the present work.

**Materials and methods**

**Aβ sample preparation**

Aβ was purchased from Anaspec, Inc. (San Jose, CA) as lyophilized powder and used without further purification. All other chemicals were purchased from Fisher (Fair Lawn, NJ) unless otherwise stated. Aβ stock solution was prepared by directly dissolving lyophilized Aβ in 8 M urea as described (Pallitto and Murphy, 2001). Aβ samples were prepared by 20-fold dilution of Aβ stock into phosphate-buffered saline with azide (PBSA: 10 mM Na$_2$HPO$_4$/NaH$_2$PO$_4$, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4, with 0.02% w/v Na$_3$NO$_3$) to a final concentration of 0.8 mg/ml. Aβ samples were used immediately (fresh) or incubated at room temperature overnight (pre-aggregated).

**Expression and purification of recombinant TTR**

A recombinant plasmid of human transthyretin (pTWIN1-TTR) was constructed as described previously (Liu et al., 2009). The IMPACT-TWIN system (NEB, Ipswich, MA) was chosen because it allows for the expression of protein with fully human sequence with native N- and C-termini and purification by single-step affinity adsorption without the need of proteases. The expression plasmids for TTR mutants were prepared with the QuickChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) using pTWIN1-TTR as the template. Mutations were verified by DNA sequencing. Plasmids were transformed into BL21(DE3)pLysS cells (Promega, Madison, WI). Cells were grown on Luria Bertani medium supplemented with 0.1 mg/ml ampicillin at 37°C until an OD$_{600}$ of 0.4–0.6 was reached, at which time 0.4 mM medium supplemented with 0.1 mg/ml ampicillin at 37°C was transferred into 8 M urea and incubated at room temperature overnight (pre-aggregated).

**Tryptophan fluorescence**

Protein samples were prepared at 0.1 mg/ml in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Fluorescence spectra were collected using a QuantaMaster spectrofluorometer (PTI, Birmingham, NJ, USA), with excitation at 290 nm and emission spectra recorded from 300 to 420 nm. Three serial spectra were averaged for each sample and the background signal of solvent was subtracted from the averaged data.

**ANS fluorescence**

TTR solutions were prepared at 1 μM in PBS and mixed with 29 μM 1-anilinonaphthalene-8-sulfonic acid (ANS, AnaSpec, Fremont, CA, USA). ANS concentration was measured by absorbance at 350 nm using an extinction coefficient of 4950 M$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$. Fluorescence spectra were collected on a PTI QuantaMaster spectrofluorometer, with excitation at 370 nm and emission spectra recorded from 440 to 500 nm. For each sample, three serial spectra were collected, and the background signal of ANS in PBS was subtracted from the average of the three measurements.

**Characterization of quaternary structure by gel electrophoresis**

Sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) was added to TTR (wildtype (wt) or mutant) samples to a final concentration of 2% (w/v). In some cases, samples were boiled at 95°C for 5 min to denature. Samples were loaded on a precise 4–20% polyacrylamide gradient gel (Pierce, Rockford, IL) along with EZ-Run Protein Ladder (Fisher BioReagents, Fair Lawn, NJ) and electrophoresed using SDS buffer for 45 min at 125 V. Gels were stained with Coomassie blue. To cross-link TTR, 50 μl TTR in PBSA was reacted with 4 μl of 25% glutaraldehyde for 2 min at room temperature. The reaction was terminated by adding 4 μl of 7% (w/v) sodium borohydride in 0.5 M NaOH. Cross-linked protein was denatured by boiling in 2% SDS and analyzed on a precise 4–20% polyacrylamide gradient gel.

**Light scattering**

Protein samples (0.8 mg/ml in PBSA) were filtered through a 0.02 μm filter directly into a light-scattering cuvette and then placed into a bath of the index-matching solvent decahydrophosphalene with temperature controlled to 20°C. Light-scattering data were collected using a Brookhaven BI-200SM system (Brookhaven Instruments Corp., Holtsville, NY) and an Innova 90C-5 argon laser (Coherent, Santa Clara, CA) operating at 488 nm and 300 mW. The z-averaged hydrodynamic diameter was determined from the autocorrelation function using the method of cumulants. Data were collected for several hours to ensure stability of the samples.
Size exclusion chromatography

Protein samples (~2 mg/ml in PBSA) were injected onto a BioAssist G3SW XL column (Tosoh, King of Prussia, PA) using a 500 μl sample loop and PBSA as the mobile phase. The mobile phase flow rate was set to 1 ml/min and peaks were detected by absorbance at 280 nm.

**SPOT peptide array**

The optimal length of peptide in SPOT arrays is 8–16 amino acids (Toepert et al., 2003). A series of peptides with overlapping sequences derived from TTR (Table I) were synthesized onto a cellulose membrane (Sigma-Genosys, St Louis, MO). The SPOT membrane was wetted with a few drops of methanol, rinsed with water and then washed with 10 ml Tris-buffered saline (TBS: 20 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.6) three times for 10 min each. The membrane was blocked by 10 ml blocking buffer (casein blocking buffer, Thermo Scientific) overnight at room temperature. Aβ was pre-aggregated at room temperature at 0.8 mg/ml as described above. The membrane was washed once with 10 ml TBS and incubated with 10 ml diluted Aβ (pre-aggregated Aβ diluted to 5 μg/ml in blocking buffer) at room temperature overnight. The membrane was washed three times with 10 ml T-TBS (TBS with 0.05% (v/v) Tween-20) for 10 min each, and bound Aβ was transferred onto 0.2 μm poly(vinylidene difluoride) (PVDF) membrane (Millipore Corp, Billerica, MA) at 70 mA three times for 30, 30 and 60 min, sequentially. The three PVDF membranes were blocked with 10 ml blocking buffer at room temperature overnight and then reacted with monoclonal mouse anti-Aβ antibody 6E10 (Covance, Emeryville, CA) at 1: 8000 dilution in the blocking buffer for 2 h at room temperature. PVDF membranes were subsequently treated with anti-mouse immunoglobulin/HRP (Pierce) at 1: 8000 dilution in blocking buffer at room temperature for 2 h. Bound Aβ was visualized by means of ECL™ Western Blotting Analysis System (GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK). The film was analyzed using ImageJ by measuring the density of the spots and comparing with density of the background.

**Enzyme-linked immunoassay**

Enzyme-linked immunoassay (ELISA) plates (Corning Inc., Corning, NY) were coated with 5 μg/ml of TTR (wt or mutant, 100 μg/well) in coating buffer (10 mM sodium carbonate, 30 mM sodium bicarbonate, 0.05% NaNO₃, pH 9.6) overnight at room temperature. The plate was washed three times with wash buffer (PBS, 0.05% Tween 20) and incubated with blocking buffer (5% non-fat dry milk in wash buffer) for 2 h at room temperature. For a negative control, TTR was not coated but wells were incubated with blocking buffer. Five replicate wells were prepared at each condition.

Freshly prepared Aβ or pre-aggregated Aβ was diluted to 5 μg/ml in PBS and then immediately added to TTR-coated or negative control wells (50 μl/well). For background, PBS was added instead. The plate was incubated at 37°C for 1 h. After washing the plate, anti-Aβ antibody 6E10 was diluted per manufacturer’s instruction in PBS, added to each well (100 μl/well), and incubated at room temperature for 1h with gently shaking. After washing, anti-mouse HRP antibody (1:3000 dilution; Pierce) was added to each well (100 μl/well) and the plate was incubated for 1 h at room temperature with gentle shaking. The plate was washed three times with wash buffer, and then 100 μl 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine substrate solution (Pierce) was added into each well. The plate was incubated at room temperature for 15–30 min; color development was stopped by adding 100 μl 2 M sulfuric acid to each well. Absorbance was measured at 450 nm with EL800 Universal Microplate Reader (Bio-tek Instruments Inc., Winooski, VT). Aβ binding was calculated as the mean of five replicate wells by subtracting the absorbance of the negative control from the sample absorbance; the result was then normalized to Aβ binding to wt TTR.

For experiments with cross-linked TTR, 50 μl wt TTR (0.1 mg/ml) was first mixed with 2 μl of 25% glutaraldehyde solution and incubated at room temperature for 2 min. The cross-linking reaction was terminated by the addition of 2 μl of 7% (w/v) sodium borohydride in 0.5 M sodium hydroxide. Cross-linked TTR was then diluted to 5 μg/ml and coated onto the plate.

**Results and discussion**

**SPOT analysis of Aβ-binding TTR peptide sequence**

We previously used cross linking plus tryptic digestion and tandem MS to identify domains in TTR involved with binding to Aβ (Du and Murphy, 2010). Cross links with Aβ were identified that involved K9 and K15, both on or near strand A of TTR, and K76, on the EF helix. The advantage of this technique is that the three-dimensional structure of TTR and Aβ is retained. However, only spatially close domains (cross-linker length = 11.4 Å) containing lysines are identified. We therefore chose to use peptide arrays to test whether specific contiguous sequences of TTR are required for binding of Aβ. Twenty-six overlapping TTR-derived peptides were synthesized onto a cellulose membrane (Table I). Pre-aggregated Aβ was diluted to 5 μg/ml and incubated overnight with the SPOT membrane. Bound Aβ was

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I. Peptide SPOT number and sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: 1–12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 7–18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: 10–19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: 13–22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: 15–24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: 15–22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: 17–26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: 23–34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: 30–49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: 33–52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: 37–56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13: 40–59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14: 43–62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15: 46–65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16: 49–68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17: 52–71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number corresponds to the position in the SPOT membrane. The TTR residue numbers are given in italics.
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Fig. 1. SPOT membrane images and the corresponding TTR peptide sequences. Table I contains sequences corresponding to spot numbers. (A) Third transfer membrane, with strong binding to spot 24. (B) Second transfer membrane, with weak binding to spots 14–17 in addition to strong binding to spot 24. Density difference between spots 14–17 and background was confirmed by image analysis (not shown).
transferred onto a PVDF membrane three times sequentially, in order to reduce background signal. Binding was probed with antibody 6E10. For the third transfer, as shown in Fig. 1A, an unambiguous dark spot was observed at peptide 24 (TIAALLSPYSYS, residues 106–117 of TTR), which corresponds closely to strand G. No bound Aβ was seen for adjacent peptides 23 (SGPRRYTIAALL) or 25 (SPYSYSTTAVVT). This result at first appears to be inconsistent with our previous identification of residues in strand A by cross-linking/tandem MS (Du and Murphy, 2010). However, in the folded TTR protein, strands A and G are neighboring strands in the inner β-sheet, and strand G contains no lysines. We conclude that Aβ binds to strand G, and was cross linked to lysines in strand A.

We also examined the second transferred membrane. Although background staining was higher, weak Aβ binding to spots 14, 15, 16 and 17 was detected (Fig. 1B) and confirmed by quantitative image analysis (not shown). Spots 14–17 correspond to the sequence TEEEFVEGIYKVEIDTKSYWKALG (residues 59–83), which include strand E as well as the EF helix and loop. This is consistent with our previous identification from cross linking/MS/MS studies that residues near K76 in the EF helix are important in Aβ binding (Du and Murphy, 2010).

**Binding of Aβ to TTR alanine mutants**

To further test whether the regions identified by SPOT and/or cross linking/MS/MS were involved with Aβ binding, we created nine different TTR mutants where a single residue was mutated to alanine. These mutations included one residue from strand A (L17A), two residues from strand G (T106A and L110A), two residues in strand E (I68A and I73A) and four residues from the EF helix/loop (K76A, L82A, I84A and S85A). L17, T106 and L110 are all hydrophobic residues that point from the inner sheet toward the thyroxine-binding channel. (Residue 108 in wt TTR is an alanine and therefore not a target for mutagenesis.) K76 was identified in the MS/MS study and we considered the possibility that this basic residue could bind to negatively charged residues in the N terminus of Aβ. We chose I68, I73 and L82 as mutation sites because they are hydrophobic residues in the EF helix/loop. I84 and S85, in the EF loop, were selected because they are involved in TTR–RBP complex formation (Berni et al., 1994; Naylor and Newcomer, 1999; Monaco, 2000).

Binding of Aβ (either freshly prepared or pre-aggregated) to alanine TTR mutants was measured by ELISA and compared with wt. The mean and range of two representative data sets are shown in Fig. 2; the experiment was repeated at least 10 times with similar conclusions. Aβ binding was unchanged relative to wt for T106A, I68A, I73A, K76A and I84A. (In a few experiments we observed a modest change in Aβ binding to I68A and I84A but this was not consistently observed.) Binding to L82A and L110A was significantly diminished in all experiments. Aβ binding was increased compared with wt for two alanine mutants, L17A and S85A.

The positions of the four residues identified in alanine screening as influential in TTR–Aβ binding (L17, L110, L82A, I84A and S85A). L17, T106 and L110 are all hydrophobic residues that point from the inner sheet toward the thyroxine-binding channel. (Residue 108 in wt TTR is an alanine and therefore not a target for mutagenesis.) K76 was identified in the MS/MS study and we considered the possibility that this basic residue could bind to negatively charged residues in the N terminus of Aβ. We chose I68, I73 and L82 as mutation sites because they are hydrophobic residues in the EF helix/loop. I84 and S85, in the EF loop, were selected because they are involved in TTR–RBP complex formation (Berni et al., 1994; Naylor and Newcomer, 1999; Monaco, 2000).

**Fig. 2.** Binding of Aβ to TTR alanine mutants. TTR (wt and mutants) were adsorbed to 96-well plates, and binding of Aβ was measured using an ELISA method. There were five replicates in each experiment; shown are mean and range of two repeat experiments. The experiment was repeated at least 10 times with the same residues identified in each case. Residues with absorbances falling to the left (<0.75×wt) or right (>1.5×wt) of the double lines are considered to influence Aβ binding.

**Fig. 3.** (Top) Ribbon diagram showing location of the residues that were mutated to alanine (one at a time). Only one monomer is shown for clarity. (Bottom) Two views of the TTR tetramer, showing sites of residues identified by alanine screening to affect Aβ binding: L17 (red), L110 (green), L82 (dark blue) and S85 (light blue). Both drawings were generated from Protein Data Bank entry 1DVQ.
L82 and S85) are shown in Fig. 3. To check whether these alanine mutants were correctly folded, we compared CD spectra, Trp and ANS fluorescence spectra, native gel electrophoresis and hydrodynamic size. The collected data are summarized in Table II, Figs 4 and 5. CD spectra were virtually identical for wt, L17A and L82A (Fig. 4A). Quantitative analysis of the spectra agreed with the known secondary structure from crystallographic data (Table II). With L110A there was a slight change in CD spectra that may indicate a very minor loss of $\alpha$-helix and $\beta$-sheet (Table II). Trp fluorescence spectra were all essentially identical for wt and these three mutants (Table II), and consistent with published results (Quintas et al., 2001). With S85A, there was a modest decrease in intensity but no significant change in shape of the CD spectra (Fig. 4A) and at most a very slight loss in helix (Table II). Trp fluorescence was not affected (Table II). These data indicate that the four alanine mutants retain native or near-native secondary and tertiary structure.

Wt TTR readily assembles into stable homotetramers; assembly into tetramers is required for formation of the hydrophobic thyroxine-binding channel. ANS is a dye that fluoresces when bound to the thyroxine-binding channel (Cheng et al., 1977); binding causes a large increase in fluorescence intensity and a blue shift in emission maximum to 465–470 nm (Cheng et al., 1977; Liu and Murphy, 2006). ANS spectra were similar for wt, L82A and L110A (Fig. 4B). Fluorescence intensity was reduced for L17A, and the spectrum was red shifted. This is likely due to the fact that the naphthalene ring of ANS normally inserts between K15 and L17 in TTR (Lima et al., 2010), and the change from leucine to alanine at the latter position affects the local environment and therefore fluorescence of this dye.

We used SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) to test for tetramer formation, because wt TTR tetramers are stable in SDS if the sample is not boiled. Wt, L17A, L82A and L110A all folded into stable tetramers (Fig. 5B). The size exclusion chromatography (SEC) elution profile (Fig. 5A) and the hydrodynamic diameter of wt, L17A, L82A and L110A are all similar (Table II) and consistent with tetramer formation.

In contrast, ANS fluorescence was reduced to near-background levels for S85A (Fig. 4B), indicating loss of the thyroxine-binding channel in this mutant. A mixture of tetramer, dimer and monomer was observed by SEC (Fig. 5A). S85A was monomeric by native gel electrophoresis (Fig. 5B). However, the hydrodynamic radius as measured by dynamic light scattering is consistent with a tetramer (Table II). We interpreted these data to indicate that S85A assembles into a tetramer at moderately high concentrations.

### Table II. Physicochemical characterization of TTR mutants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secondary structure elements</th>
<th>Trp $\lambda_{max}$ (nm)</th>
<th>ANS binding?</th>
<th>Hydrodynamic diameter (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$-Sheet</td>
<td>$\alpha$-Helix</td>
<td>Turn</td>
<td>Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wt</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L17A</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L82A</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L110A</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S85A</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L55P</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S112I</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F87M/L110M</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For comparison, from crystallographic data TTR contains 45% $\beta$-sheet and 7% $\alpha$-helix (Blake et al., 1978).
but the tetramer is less stable than wt and so dissociates at lower concentrations or in the presence of SDS. To test this, we cross-linked S85A with glutaraldehyde and then analyzed by SDS–PAGE. With cross linking, the tetramer was observed (Fig. 5C), supporting our hypothesis that S85A is able to assemble into tetramers, but these tetramers are less stable than wt.

Taken together, we interpret these data as follows. First, replacing leucines with alanines at positions 82 (EF loop) and 110 (strand G) did not alter the native fold of TTR or its assembly into tetramers, but significantly reduced Aβ binding. We conclude that these two hydrophobic residues, L82 and L110, are required for mediating TTR–Aβ interactions. It should be noted that mutation sites were chosen strategically and were not all-inclusive; thus it is possible that the search strategy missed other TTR residues that are also required for Aβ binding. Second, replacing leucine with alanine at position 17 did not affect native fold, but increased Aβ binding. It is interesting to note that L17 is directly adjacent to L110 in the inner sheet of the TTR tetramer, but closer to the protein’s exterior (Fig. 3). We hypothesize that the leucine at position 17 partially blocks access to the L110-binding site, thus explaining the increase in binding to strand G when the bulky leucine residue on strand A is replaced with alanine. T106 is also on strand G but mutation of T106 did not inhibit Aβ binding. This result suggests that Aβ binding is restricted to the C-terminal side of strand G. Alternatively, T106 might participate in Aβ binding but its role could be modest compared with L110 and therefore its replacement with alanine would not significantly reduce the amount of bound Aβ. More detailed measurements of binding kinetics and equilibrium constants are underway which may be able to distinguish between these hypotheses. Third, we propose that S85A affects TTR–Aβ association indirectly, by rendering TTR tetramers less stable. This essentially increases solvent exposure and access to the interior channel and, hence, to L110. This is consistent with our previous result where we showed that Aβ binds more to an
engineered TTR mutant that is stable as a monomer (F87M/L110M; Jiang et al., 2001) than it does to wt (Du and Murphy, 2010). To further test our hypothesis that quaternary structure influences Aβ binding, we generated two additional TTR mutants: L55P, an unstable tetramer responsible for the most aggressive form of familial amyloid polyneuropathy (FAP) (Lashuel et al., 1999); and S112I, a dimeric variant of TTR that is also linked to FAP (Matsubara et al., 2005). We confirmed attainment of the expected secondary and quaternary structure by CD, SEC, native gel electrophoresis and dynamic light scattering (Table II, Fig. 5A, also data not shown). We compared binding of Aβ with wt, L55P, S112I and F87M/L110, and observed significantly greater Aβ binding to all three mutants (Fig. 6). To further test the hypothesis that access to the inner channel facilitates Aβ binding, we cross-linked TTR with glutaraldehyde to restrict access, and then observed a decrease in binding of Aβ to cross-linked TTR compared with un-cross-linked TTR (not shown).

Tetramer formation is required for thyroxine binding (Hamilton and Benson, 2001); the binding site includes the hydrophobic patch of L17, T106, A108, L110 and V121 (Hamilton and Benson, 2001). RBP binding to TTR involves residues on the EF loop including L82, I84 and S85 (Berni et al., 1994; Naylor and Newcomer, 1999; Monaco, 2000; Hamilton and Benson, 2001). It is striking that the two residues identified in this study as required for Aβ binding, L110 and L82, are directly involved with binding of the two natural ligands. Both ligands are believed to stabilize TTR’s quaternary structure and reduce TTR misfolding and aggregation (White and Kelly, 2001), and there is limited evidence that RBP levels are reduced in AD (Jung et al., 2008). Our results raise the intriguing question as to whether changes in occupancies of the ligand-binding sites could modulate TTR’s interaction with Aβ. Experiments are currently underway to test whether Aβ competes with thyroxine and/or RBP for binding to TTR, or more generally whether the presence of either ligand modulates Aβ binding.

TTR, like Aβ, is amyloidogenic. Wt TTR deposits in cardiac tissues cause senile systemic amyloidosis, a disease affecting ~25% of the elderly (Westermark et al., 1990). Over 80 TTR mutants have been identified that aggregate more aggressively than wt and are associated with FAP and other lethal diseases (Hou et al., 2007). In the generally accepted model of TTR amyloidogenesis, tetramer dissociation to monomers, and then observed a decrease in binding of Aβ to cross-linked TTR compared with uncross-linked TTR (not shown).

formation from TTR (Palaninathan et al., 2008; Palmieri et al., 2010). Our data with TTR and Aβ provide a hint that structural similarities between amyloidogenic sites can lead not only to homotypic (self) recognition and aggregation, but also to heterotypic interactions. We speculate that there exists an amyloidogenic regulatory network, where heterotypic interactions (e.g. between TTR and Aβ) alter homotypic interactions (e.g. Aβ–Aβ association and aggregation), in a manner that may change the biological activity of the resulting system.
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